
 

AUTOMATIC GATE WHAT SIZE GAPS? 

 

What size gaps are we allowed? Following the tragic accident involving a young child, 

the gap between the hinge style and brick support pier, was identified as a major 

contributory aspect of the cause of injury. Further accidents have added more 

consideration to this subject, from other areas of any gate systems. 

 

  
 

The size of gap itself was not as much of an issue as the fact that it reduced, during 

operation of the system. This has now been seen to be of great concern and importance 

when reviewing the risk of injury of every installation. 

 

The court case noted that there had been a guide of 100mm or less within the balustrade 

supply & manufacturing sector, for the space or gap between the vertical up-rights, so 

that children are less likely to get their heads trapped. 

 

This maximum gap of 100mm is new recognised as good practise and used widely 

throughout the construction of gates. It is however only really used for vertical bars and 

end style gaps and the horizontal gaps of many gates, including many traditional ones 

(field gates etc.) have many horizontal spacing’s far in access of this guide. 

 

Many decorative gates have detail that again requires gaps or voids beyond 100mm and 

there is a good argument that large gaps represent minimal risk and could not cause 

entrapment or dragging either way. 

 

   



 

What should we look out for? With all gaps it is the movement that is most important. 

Do they expand and or reduce and if so, with what force and where? 

 

Large reducing gaps can catch most obstacles including people so there force should be 

low and adequate or better detection with suitable reaction undertaken by the system and 

its controls, before an issue accrues (using good safety devices and system design.) 

 

Where would these occur? Every system has at least one large reducing gap, even if it is 

just the gate itself coming to close, or two gates meeting in the middle. 

 

Small reducing gaps are again active on every installation and even if only the final 

movement of the large gap’s conclusion. These are responsible of limited grave risk but 

can be more common and equally need protecting against. The best way is by design to 

minimise or avoid there occurrence through construction, positioning and product type. 

 

     
 

Are gaps necessary? Some are yes. Without any gap the system would jamb and not 

work and gates with an open design, having lots of gaps, provide less wind resistance, 

that to overcome, would mean greater force from the motor! 

 

  
 

Protected gaps allow safe use, for users and by-standers every day! 
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